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ABSTRACT

Quartz-bearing mafic granulite from Holubov, in tle Blansky lrs complex, Bohemian Massif, Czech Republic contains
two types of corona strucfires: pyroxene + plagioclase rim on garnet (fype-l corona), and gamet rim on anorthite + spinel
(An + Spl) mosaics (Type-2 corona). Significantly, Type-2 structures are enclosed by an orthopyroxene-depleted halo which,
in places, seems to embay the Type-l coronal pyroxene, indicating that the Tlpe-2 coronas are a late feature. Type-l coronas
formed during uplift by the resorption of gamet and quartz:

2 Grs + Prp + 3 Qtz = 3 Di + 3 An
and

2 Aln + Grs + 3 Qtz = 3 Fs + 3 An.

Decompression is also supported by patlsrns 6f 2ening in garnet (rimward decrease in Xgu, compensated by reverse zoning
in andesine) and the formation of the An + Spl nucleus of Type-2 coronas at the expense of early kyanite and grossular-rich
gamet:

5 Grs + (Prp,Aln) + 12Ky = 15 An + 3 (Spl,Hc)

Coronal grains of garnet are interpreted to have formed during cooling at substantially lower pressures as the An + Spl mosaics
reacted with matrix (and, locally, coronal) orthopyroxene. These contrasting corona structues record near-isothermal
(-900-750'C) decompression ofthe granutte from ,-14 kbar to -2-3 kbar, and subsequent near-isobaric cooling. They are
indicative of a clockwise P-T-t path.

Keywords: mafic granulite, coron4 game! Blansky Les complex, Bohemian Massif, Czech Republic.

Sorrltrra.clRE

Les granulites mafiques i quartz de Holubov, dans le socle m6tamorphique de Blansky Les du Massif Boh6mien,
en R6publique Tchbque, contiennent deux sortes de structures coronitiques, un liser6 de pyroxbne + plagioclase srr grenat
(couronne de type 1) et lisel6 de genat sur des agr6gats en mosarque d'anorthite et de spinelle (couronne de type 2). Les
structures de type 2 sont entour6es d'une aur6ole appauvrie en orthopyroxdne qui, par endroits, semble recouper le pyroxbne
coronitique de tlpe 1, ce qui semble indiquer que les couronnes de rype 2 seraient tardives. Les couronnes de true I se seraient
form6es par la r6sorption du grenat et du quartz:

2 Grs + Prp + 3 Qtz = 3 Di + 3 An
et

2 Alm + Grs + 3 Qtz = 3 Fs + 3 An.

Un dpisode de d&ompression semble expliquer la zonation des grains de gtenat (diminution de X* vers la bordure, que
compense une zonation renversde dans I'and6sine), ainsi que la formation d'un coeur An + Spl entour6 d'une couronne de
type 2 aux d€pens de kyanite et grenat e teneur 6lev6e en grossulaire pr6coces:

5 Grs + (Prp,Alm) + l2Ky = 15 An + 3 (Spl,Hc).

Les grains de grenat dans les courotrnes se seraient formds au cours du refroidissement i une pression nettement plus faible,
quand les agr6gats h An + Spl ont r6agi avec I'orthopyroxdne de la matrice et, localemenl de la couronne. Ces structures
contrastantes en cowonnes t6moiguent de la d6compression quasi-isotherme (-900-750'C) des granulites d'environ
14 kbar d -2-3 kbar, e! plus tard, un refroidissement quasi-isobare. Elles sont indicatives d'un trac6 P-T-t dans le sens de
I'horloge.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: granulite mafique, couronne, grenat, complexe de Blansky l,es, Massif Bohdmien, R6publique Tchdque.
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hqrnotuclott

Corona structures fypically preserve relics of both
the reactant (core + matrix) and product (rim) assem-
blages, from which a specific corona-forming reaction
can be construed. Such structures therefore can
constifute a valuable source of information concerning
the evolution of rocks in terms of P and T. Coronas
occur in a variety of rock types, but are especially
common in high-grade mafic and pelitic rocks, where
they can provide evidence for isobaric cooling or
isothermal decompression (Harley 1989).

In this paper, we describe a rare example of a mafic
granulite that contains trvo distinctly different types of
corona structures. One is attributed to near-isothermal
decompression, the other to near-isobaris geeling.
Collectively, they indicate a clockwise pressure -
temperature - time e-T-o trajectory for the granulite.

Grolocrcar, Snrrwc

The mafic granulite was sampled in a roadcut
at Holubov mill, about 1 km northeast of Holubov
village, in the Blansky Les complex, the largest of
the granulite bodies in the Moldanubian Zone of the
Bohemian Massif in the southern Czech Republic
(Fig. 1). The Blansky Les complex is fault-bounded,
and consists of high-pressure felsic to mafic granulites
and subordinate meta-ultramafic rocks (Fiala et al.

1987) that show variable degrees of retrogression to
upper-amphibolite-grade assemblages (Wendt et al.
1994). The high-grade assemblages are related to
Variscan metamorphism (ca. 345-350 Ma; Wendt
et al.1994). Analogous rocls in neighboring northern
Austria yield peak conditions of metamorphism of
-1000'C at 16 kbar; overprinting assemblages yield
blocking temperatures of. -725'C at -5.6 kbar
(Carswell & O'Brien 1993).

PSTRocRAPHY

The matrix of the mafic granulite contains ortho-
plroxene, clinopyroxene, garnet, andesine, quartz,
perthitic microcline and biotite. Accessory minerals
include rutile and ilmenite. There are two distinct types
ofcorona structures in the rock. Both occur in quartz-
free domains; quartz forms xenomorphic grains up to
0.8 mm in diameter that are restricted to the matrix at
least 0.4 mm from the nearest corona structure. Type-l
coronas are composite structures that consist of an
outer necklace of orthopyroxene or, Iess commonly,
clinopyroxene, that is separated from ga:net porphyro-
blasts by an andesine moat @g. 21t). Type-2 coronas
consist of a partial to complete necklace of garnet that
encloses spheroidal to lozenge-shaped mosaics of
anorthite + spinel (An + Spl), and are themselves
enclosed by a pyroxene-depleted halo enriched in
andesine @gs. 28, C). Spinel is concentrated in the

Ftc. l. Geological sketch-map of part of the Bohemian massif in the Czech Republic,
showing the sample location at Holubov.
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Frc. 2. Line drawings from photomicrographs of corona structures in mafic granulite from Holubov. (A) Partial orthopyroxene
(+ andesine) corona (Type-l) on poikiloblastic garnet (sample c75). (B) Neighboring Ope-l (eft) and -2 (rieht) coronas.
Note the depletion of coronal Opx and the occurrence of well-formed grains of coronal garnet (arow) where the corona
structur€s abut one another (sample G75). (C) Close-up of part of @) showing the relatively coarse, subidiomorphic
character of the grains of coronal gamet (arrow) on the Type-2 corona facing the corroded side of the Tlpe-l corona that is
depleted in pyroxene. @) Anorthite + spinel core of a Type-2 corona embaying a garnet porphyroblast. Note (1) the
depletion of orthopyroxene in the matrix adjacent to the xenomorphic, coronalike grains of gamet (arrow; see text), and (2)
the absence of corona-like garnet where biotite separates the core of the struc0rre from matrix orthopyroxene (sample G77).
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geometrical center of the Type-2 structures. The
coronal garnet is absent where biotite has shielded
the An + Spl mosaics from mafiix pyroxenes; in these
situations, orthopyroxene is not depleted in the matrix
adjacent to the Type-2 structure (Frg. 2D).The coronal
garnet commonly consists of tiny, subidiomorphic to
idiomorphic grains @gs. 28, C). In these cases, it
clearly does not represent the remnant of a resorbed
porphyroblast of gamet (i.e., Ibe gamet enclosing the
An + Spl mosaicis abonafide coronal phase). In some
instances, however, grains of xenomorphic garnet are
seen to partly enclose a An + Spl mosaic that embays a
garnet porphyroblast (Fig. 2D). Although in this case
the corona-like grains of garnet resemble the relict rim
of the partly resorbed porphyroblast, the depletion of
orthopyroxene in the nearby matrix hints that these
xenomorphic grains of garnet are a coronal phase
formed by the same reaction as that responsible for

the idiomorphic grains of coronal garnet preserved
elsewhere in the rock. As will be seen, this inter-
pretation is supported by criteria based on mineral
compositions.

Relative timing of cororw development

It is rarely the case that the timing of corona
forrnation can be ascertained directly (see, however,
Davidson & van Breemen 1988); the determination of
the relative age of the different types of corona in
the same rock therefore must rely in part on micro-
structural criteria. In the present case, grains of coronal
gamet have been observed to be relatively large and
well formed where the Type-Z structure abuts a
Type-l corona (Figs. 28, C). Coronal pyroxene in the
latter is depleted on the side facing the Type-Z corona,
indicating resorption by the neighboring coronal
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garnet. Although not definitive, this relationship
suggest$ that the garnet coronas (although not the
An + Spl mosaics that they enclose) are relatively late
structures. This interpretation will be seen to be
supported by phase equilibria and thermobarometric
axguments.

MNERAL ColvrposmoNs

Mineral compositions were determined using a
JEOL Superprobe 733 housed at Dalhousie University.
This instrument is equipped with four wavelength-
dispersion spectrometers and one energy-dispersion
spectrometer, and operated with a beam current of
15 kV at 5 nA. Mineral compositions reported here
were determined using the energy-dispersion system.
Standards included jadeite (Al, Si, Na), homblende
(Ca, Fe, Mg, Ti), sanidine (K), apatite (P, Cl), galena
@b) and chalcopyrite (S). The operating voltage was
15 kV; beam curent was 12 nA. Count time was 30 s.
Data were reduced using ZAF corrections.

Gamct compositions vary with mode of occurrence.
Porphyroblasts show retograde zoning patterns (e.g.,
Wz7-:24[m36-56Grs35_r17Sps1_ra; Fig. 3). Grossular
contents decrease near inclusions of reversely zoned
plagioclase (Frg. 3) as well as near the edge of the
porphyroblasts. Idiomorphic gra:ins of coronal garnet
(e.9., PrprtAlm5rGrsl3Sps5) are homogeneous.
Although compositionally similar to the rim of the
zoned porphyroblasts, the coronal garnet tends to have
slightly lower grossular contents. Consequently, the
grossular content of garnet can be used to distinguish
coronal grains from the relict rim of garnet porphy-
roblasts whose core has largely been resorbed by the
An + Spl nucleus of Type-2 corona structures. In
the example illustrated in Figure 2D, the relict
porphyroblast is strongly zond (Prp.,.',Almasrsa
Grsrr-rrSps,-r) even though its geometric center is
not preserved. Its outer rim has a higher grossular
content than the xenomorphic, corona-like grains
@rprrAlmuoGrslaSpq) that partly mantle rhe An + Spl
assemblage that has replaced the bulk of the
porphyroblast. Coupled with the depletion of
orthopyroxene in the adjacent ma[ix, we conclude
that these xenomorphic grains of garnet constitute a
bona fide cotonal phase. Orthopyroxene in the matrix
of tle granulite has a composition of about
Cap.or(Mgl.erFeo.roMno.o)uA10.03(IvAh.01)Sil.eeo6,
and is slightly more magnesian (Xna" [= Mg/
(Mg + Fe) = 9.561 than coronal ortliopyroxene
lCao.oz(Mgr.ooFe0.e6Mn0.03)(rvAlo.o)Sil.ezOoi Xun =
0.511. Both occurences of orthopyroxene have loli Al
contents, despite the presence of garnet in the rock. The
oxidation ratio, Xp"3* [= pg3+71p.3+ + Fe2+)], as
calculated from stoichiometry by balancing charges
@roop 1987), is low (<0.1).

Clinopyroxenz compositions [-Cao.gs(Mgo.zf%.lr
Mno.o,)vrAle.5(tvAl0.0Esir.ero6l show no systematic

RIM CORE RIM

Ftc. 3. Compositional profile of porphyroblastic gamet
enclosed by coronal orthopyroxene and andesine (Type-l
corona) in mafic granulite (sample G75) from Holubov.
Dips in Xgu are related to the presence of inclusions of
reversely zoned andesine in the garnet (see text).

variation according to mode of occurrence (i.e., matrix
yersas coronal grains). The clinopyroxene is more
magnesian (Xnan = 0.70) than coexisting ortho-
pyroxene. The oiidation ratio, from stoichiomefiy, is
moderate (0.35-{.40).

Biotite has the approximate formula K,*
(Mg3.21Fq.1)(uAlr.e3Ti0.6t(rvAl0.E6si6.07O20XOFD4. Ir
is slightly more magnesian (Xr,an = 0.59) than the
coexisting orthopyroxene

Spinel is resfricted to anorthite-bearing domains
in Type-2 corona structures. The spinel is pleonaste
(Xr,rn = 0.36), with a composition of
Qt/l{t.rrFet.tZno.roxNao.zs)Alrc.ztOtz.Theoxidation
ratio, as calculated from stoichiometry, is about 0.29.

Plagioclase compositions are highly variable.
Between-grain plagioclase compositions range
between An* and An95. Anorthite is resFicted to the
core of Type-2 qoronas. The anorthite content of
the calcic plagioclase is highest (Anss) in grains
associated with spinel in the center of the sftucture;
it decreases (to Ans.) outward toward the garnet
corona.

Andesine occurs in the groundmass, and as
inclusions in porphyroblastic garnet. Groundmass
gfains in contact with orthopyroxene are more calcic
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(-Anso) than matrix grains isolated from pyroxene and
porphyroblastic garnet. Relatively sodic andesine in
the groundmasso however, can show strong reverse
zonrng (e.g., hro-rqo), consistent with the liberation of
grossular from gamet rims. Plagioclase inclusions in
porphyroblastic gamet show a similar compositional
range (An2*s) and degree of reverse zoning as
granoblastic grains in the matrix. Gamet in contact
with the inclusions of reversely zoned plagioclase is
depleted in grossular (Frg. 3) compared with parts of
the garnet distant from the plagioclase.

Ilmenite occurs in accessory concentations in the
mafic granulite. It has a composition Fe,.orTi,.noO6.

600 800 1000 1200
T E M P E R A T U R E  ( . C )

FIc. 4. P-T diagram showing corona-forming equilibria and
thermobarometric constraints on mineral assemblages in
mafic granulite from Holubov. Solid lines: corona-related
reactions (T-sensitive equilibrium curves for type-l and
-2 coronas are labeled separately); dashed lines: reactions
related to mafix assemblages. Nunbered equilibria are:
(1) Alm + Di = hp + Hd; (2) Aln + Ba = ftp + Fs; (3) Phl
+ Alm = Ann + hp. "A' and 'ts": approximate P-T
conditions of type-l and -2 coronas, respectively.
Equilibria were positioned by TWQ software @erman
1991) using mineral compositions reported in Table 1
(supplemented by data on core ofporphyroblastic gamet).
See text for discussion.

The itnenite contains minor amounts (1e., (0.05 atoms
per fonnula unit) of Mn, Mg and Na. The oxidation
ratio, as calculated from stoichiometry, is low
(Xp4* = o.o7).

SrcNmceNcs oF TYPE-I ConoNes

The pyroxene coronas are interpreted to have
formed by tle resorption of quartz and porphyroblastic
garnet by the pressure-sensitive reactions (Harley
1989; Fig.4):

2  Grs  +Prp+3  Q tz=3  D i+3  An  t l l
and

2Alm+ Grs + 3 Qtz = 3 Fs + 3 An I2l

In the above expressions, the mineral symbols are those
of Kretz (1983).

Similar coronas have been described from decom-
pressional granulites worldwide (Harley 1989), and
provide evidence for near-isothennal decompression of
the Czech granulite. This interpretation is supported by
patterns of garnet zoning (Fig. 3), which are
characterized by a rimward decrease in Xsu that
complements tle reverse zoning of andesine in the
rock.

Srclnrrc.qNcE or TYps-2 ConoNas

The An + Spl mosaics in the core of Type-2
structures have no counterpart in the matrix ofthe rock.
The association ofthese minerals has been described in
metabasiles worldwide, and is interpreted to be derived
from a variety of mineralogical precursors. Spinel-
clouded plagioclase occurs in coronitic mafic rocks
(hyperite) in many high-grade terranes le.g., tke
Grenville hovince in New York (Whitney 1972) and
Ontario (Grant 1988, 1989)1. It is generally interpreted
to form by the diffrrsion into plagioclase of Fe and Mg
derived from olivine (Whitney 1972) or during
magmatic crystallization at high pressure. Clear grains
of plagioclase in the same rock, however, tend to be
more calcic than their spinel-clouded counterparts.
Furthermore, the spinel grains are exceedingly fine-
gained, and occur within single crystals, rather than as
a discrete phase within polymineralic mosaics.
Consequently, the An + Spl assemblage described here
does not correspond to spinel-clouded plagioclase
found in hyperites.

Spinel can also occur with calcic plagioclase and
ortlopyroxene as a symplectitic intergrowth that
replaces (1) sapphirine and clinopyroxene in very
Mg-rich mafic to ulframafic rocls (e.9., in the Iwea
Zone,Italy; Sills et al. 1983), and (2) gamet in a wide
compositional range of metabasites (e.g., Tobi et al.
1985). Comparatively low values of Xrn in feno-
magnesian minerals in the Czech garulite (0.3-{.8
versus 0.784.92 in rocks of the Ivrea Zone) preclude
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the likelihood that the An + Spl cores of Type-l
coronas formed at the expense of early sapphirine.

Using modal and mineral compositional data, it is
evident that assemblages comprising Tlpe-2 structures
are highly aluminous (-40 'xt%o AzO:), suggesting
their derivation at the expen$e of gamet and kyanite
which, although presently absent in the rock, plausibly
existed during conditions of peak metamorphism at
which this high-pressure (see below) granulite formed
(J.R. Ashworth and D.A. Carswell, written comm.,
199s).

A balanced reaction can be derived from the
grossular-rich core of the porphy:roblasts of garnet ard
the mineral data for the Type-2 structure reporled in
Table 1:

5 Grs + @rp,ALn) + I2Ky =
15 An + 3 (Spl,Hc) t3l

in which An + Spl represents the lower pressure (or
higher temperature) assemblage (Fig. 4).

The garnet coronas are interpreted to have formed
by a reaction independent ofthat responsible for their
An + SpI cores. The omnipresent orthopyroxene-
depleted haloes enclosing these structures suggest that
the coronal garnet formed by a reaction of the type:

An + Spl + Opx = Grt I4J

The coronal gamet represents the lower-temperature
(or higher-pressure) assemblage (Fig. 4). From this
inference, we conclude that the Type-2 struchrres

formed by a two-stage process encompassing the early
formation (during near-isothermal decompression) of
the An + Spl mosaics and subsequent crystallization
(during near-isobaric cooling) of coronal garnet. In
addition to microstructural criteria, progress of reaction
[4] is supported by the grossular content of the coronal
garnet (X.u in the range 0.13-0.14), which approxi-
mately corresponds to that in gamet [Xc, = 0.167' see
T\ost et al. (1991, Fig. 12)l formed by the isochemical
breakdown of Opx + Pl + Spl in the CMAS and
CFMAS systems. The rimward decrease in grossular
content that characterizes the gamet porphyroblasts
indicates that these matrix grains re-equilibrated (along
with andesine) during decompression to essentially
the same P-T regime responsible for the growth of the
grains of coronal garnet. These P-T conditions can be
estimated by mineral thermobarometry.

MTNSRAL THERMoBARoII{ETRY

Pafterns of mineral zoning and corona structures
provide a qualitative record ofevolving P-T conditions
of the granulite. A more quantitative assessment of
metamorphic conditions can be made using the
composition of P- and T-sensitive mineral assem-
blages. Evidence for disequilibrium (e.9., mineral
zoning, corona structures) in the granulite, however,
hampers the reliable application of mineral thermo-
barometers.

Garnet forms a paragenesis wittt biotite and plagio-
clase, but not pyroxene. This places limitations on the
use of reactions [1] and [2] to estimate P and T. These

TABLE 1. RESULTS OF EUCTRON-MICROPROBE ANALYSES OF SELBCTED MINERAI.S FROM MAFIC (nANULIIE

FROM TI'E BOIIEMIAN MASSIF. CZBGI REPUBUC

Type-l Cm@
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o31 0.40

Toral 99.@ 1m.04 rm.04 rm33 ggt 99ld 1m.74 lm33 E/-90 1mJ0 1(295 95.48 lmJl 101J9

x;Pr 0,403
xrsl'e'3p ojlo 0.710

4nn* o2t1
x"J* 0.440
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0,9lt 0393
0366 0562 0.79' 0J%
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assemblages, however, represent the only thermo-
barometric constraints on metamorphic Po an estimate
of which is required for Grt-Bt and two-pyroxene
thermometry, both of which have only slight
P-dependence. Traditionally, core and rim com.Fosi-
tions of minerals have been used to detennine different
points on the P-T path of granulites, but this approach
can yield results that are inconsistent with P-T
trajectories constrained by reaction textures (c.9.,
coronas) (Selverstone & Chamberlain 1990).
Furthermore, even if local (mm-scale) equilibrium is
as$umed, the compositions of coronal phases involved
in reactions [1] and 12) can give spuriously low
estimates of P because of significant down-T diffrrsion
(approaohing Mg-Fe diffusional blocking values)
between garnet and pyroxene. This, however, does not
appear to be the case in the present example.

Metamorphic conditions were determined using
updated GE@{ALC (Brown et al. 1988, Berman &
Brown 1988) software (TWQ; Berman 1991) and
the rim compositions of phases comprising P- and T-
sensitive assemblages. TWQ performs multi-
equilibrium calculations using an internally consistent
thermodynamic database @erman 1988) and recent
activity-+omposition models [e.9., gamet: Berman
(1990), Berman & Koziol (1991); biotiter McMullin
et aI. (1991); plagioclase: Fuhrrnan & Lindsley (1988)l
to calculate phase diagrams for specified mineral
assemblages. In the present case, these include the Cpx
- Grt - Pl - Qtz and Opx - Grt - Pl - Qtz assemblages
from Type-l coronas, and Grt-Bt and Opx{px from
the matrix. To avoid re-equilibration effects, the core
compositions of matrix grains were used to estimate
P and T.

Two-pyroxene thermometry indicates extreme
metamorphic conditions (-900"C at 14 kbar) at the
onset of decompression, leading to the formation of the
Type-l coronas. Note that the equilibrium curve
pertinent to the formation of the An + Spl mosaics
passes tbrough the conditions inferred for the Type-l
coronas. This finding suggests the contemporaneity of
these structures, but not of the gamet coronas them-
selves, which apparently resorb matrix (and locally
Type-l coronal) pyroxene (Figs. 2B, C, D), and are
therefore interpreted as being relatively late structures.
The elevated P-T estimates for the Type-l structures
are consistent with P-T conditions reported for
granulites from the Bohemian massif in AusEia
(Carswell & O'Brien 1993). Gamet-biotite tempera-
tures, however, approach 1100'C (at 14 kbar) and
are considered to be overesfimates because of
indeterminate Fe3+ in biotite, which is likely to be
considerable because of the presence of ilaenite
in the rock (cf Guidotti & Dyar 1991). Gamet-
orthopyroxene and Grt-Cpx thermometry yields
disparate temperatures (-1000' and 800'C, respec-
tively), considered to be unreliable owing to probable
disequilibrium between garnet porphyroblasts and

matrix pyroxene. In both instances, these temperatures
are 100-150'C higher than those determined for
Type-l corona structures comprising the same assem-
blages (Fig.4).

We contend that cooling after near-isothermal
decompression to pressures perhaps as low as 2-3 kbar
(Frg. 4) led to the formation of coronal ga:net at the
expense of An + Spl mosaics and orthopyroxene.
Assuming that domainal-scale equilibrium was
achieved, the composition of coronal garnet and
of nearby orthopyroxene suggests that the grains of
coronal gamet formed at a temperature on the order
of 750'C; this is a relatively high temperature, given
the low pressure surmised for the Type-2 corona
structures. Other investigators, however, also have
concluded that elevated temperatures were maintained
during decompression in parts of the Moldanubian
Zane of the Bohemian Massif (O'Brien & Vrdna
1995). Note that equilibrium curves representing the
corona-forming reactions do not converge up-
temperature (Fig.  ), such that the composition of the
Type-2 structures is not simply an artifact of
re-equilibration processes. This firther supports the
hypothesis that the grains of coronal garnet formed
independently of, and at significantly lower pressures,
than the An + Spl mosaics that they enclose.

The data reported here indicate that rocks presently
exposed in the Blansky Les granulite complex
followed a clockwise P-T-t path during tectonic uplift
from the deep (-40 km) crust, whereupon gssling
proceeded at shallow stuctural levels (-5-10 km)
with comparatively fttle decompression.

CoNcl-ustotrts

High-P mafic granulite from the Blansky Les
complex contains contrasting coronal structuxes that
record near-isothermal decompression and subsequent
near-isobaric cooling. The near-isothermal decom-
pression leg of the P-T path for the granulite is
recorded by pyroxene + andesine coronas on porphyro-
blastic garnet, the formation of An + Spl mosaics at the
expense of early kyanite (now completely resorbed)
and grossular-rich garnet, and the complementary
patterns of zoning in porphyroblastic garnet (rimward
decrease in grossular) and plagioclase (rimward
increase in anorthite content). Near-isobaric cooling
at a substantially lower pressure is recorded by the
formation of low-grossular coronal garnet enclosing
the An + Spl mosaics. The lower-T (or higher-P)
character of the coronal gatnet (versus the lower-P or
higher-T nature of the coronal pyroxene) strongly
suggests that the Type-2 structures are not contempo-
raneous with the Type-l cororuN, even if their An + Spl
nucleus may be.

Mineral thermobarometry on coronal and matrix
minerals indicates that the glanulite was decompressed
from pressures of -L4 kbar to -2-3 kba& and cooled
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from peak temperatures of -900oC to -750oC, where-
upon the granulite followed a near-isobaric cooling
tajectory. These data are indicative of a clockwise
P-T-t path.
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